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Abstract: In this paper the author discusses the fact that for any cash transaction, which 

equals or is above EUR 15,000, the system requires an objective notification responsibility. The 

overwhelming majority of notification are coming from commercial banks, and other financial 

institutions; since the main subjects of money laundering are bank accounts; they are the ‘site’ 

of transfers, and it incorporates many layers of transactions
2
. Besides these automated trigger 

elements, the sector itself possesses a rather advanced internal supervision system, and set of 

internal rules; in order to overcome money laundry. Based on more than fifteen years of 

experience, the financial intelligence unit was successful in collection the observations and 

deficiencies
3
 which had been made public since. 
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Rezumat: În această lucrare, autorul discută despre faptul că pentru orice tranzacţie în 

numerar, care se ridică la sau depăşeşte 15.000 de euro, sistemul de combatere a spălării 

banilor presupune obligaţia unei notificări. Marea majoritate a notificărilor provin de la băncile 

comerciale şi alte instituţii financiare, deoarece principalele obiecte ale spălării banilor sunt 

conturile bancare, acestea sunt „terenul” transferurilor şi includ mai multe nivele de tranzacţii. 

Pe lângă aceste elemente de declanşare automată, sectorul în sine are un sistem avansat de 

supraveghere internă şi un set de reguli interne vizând combaterea spălării banilor. Având la 

bază mai mult de cincisprezece ani de experienţă, serviciul de colectare a informaţiilor 

financiare a reuşit strângerea unor date privind observaţii privind sistemul şi deficienţe ale 

acestuia, care au fost făcute publice. 
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For any cash transaction, which equals or is above EUR 15,000; the system requires an 

objective notification responsibility. Regardless of this requirement the overwhelming majority 

of notification are coming from commercial banks, and other financial institutions; since the 

main subjects of money laundering are bank accounts; they are the ‘site’ of transfers, and it 

incorporates many layers of transactions
4
. Besides these automated trigger elements, the sector 
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itself possesses a rather advanced internal supervision system, and set of internal rules; in order 

to overcome money laundry. Based on more than fifteen years of experience, the financial 

intelligence unit was successful in collection the observations and deficiencies
5
 which had been 

made public since
6
. 

Consequently, the data providers are obliged to notify whenever they come in direct contact 

with perpetuators of money laundering, but in most cases just from the circumstances you cannot 

clearly judge, that there is a true intention of committing a criminal act
7
. In this very important 

part of the money laundering process (placement of funds) the responsibility of financial service 

providers is rather high, since they have to make sure that certain transactions and the given 

circumstances do fit in a rational economic activity
8
. Sharing the experiences already detailed 

above, inside trainings, local Financial Supervisory Authority, or recommendations of 

international organisations all give an adequate knowledge base to identify the circumstances, 

reasons, causes of money laundering, in order to evaluate them, and to take all necessary 

measures against them
9
. Certainly these measures are not exhaustive, because any given, more or 

less specific situation decides what is to be considered suspicious and what can be neglected. 

Recommendations generally formulate the circumstances of most frequent suspicious acts, when 

notification is worth to be considered
10

. For example if somebody’s lottery winning is transferred 

by the designated agency, this does not substantiate the suspicion, irrespective of the amount of 

money. It happened that a financial institution notified the given authority, with respect to a large 

credit provided by the given bank itself, just because the sum of money was above a certain 

threshold limit. That is why all crediting transactions performed by institutions entitled to given 

credits, are excluded from the suspicion of money laundering, because the legal origin of the 

fund is fully legal
11

. 

The Financial Supervisory Authority
12

 has an exhaustive list regarding all unusual 

transactions, which might formulate
13

 given circumstances
14

 for suspicion of money laundering. 
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1. Money laundering using unusual cash transactions
15

 
a) Placement of an unusually big cash deposit and withdrawal it by a natural person (not 

legal person), especially if it cannot be combined with the given person’s profession. The 

appearance of the client, solely does not explain the lack of suspicion in case of a large cash 

deposit. For example the identification documents and the appearance of a criminal are always 

‘clean’, because he does not want to risk two think at once
16

. 

b) Radical and sudden increase of cash payments and/or cash deposits, either in the case of a 

natural person or a legal entity
17

. 

c) Clients, who possess more relatively small cash deposits, which summed up constitute a 

considerable amount of money
18

. 

d) Frequent money exchange in between different currencies. 

e) Significant cash movement within short period of time, on a previously ‘frozen’ bank 

account.  

f) Clients who arrive at the same time, to the same bank, and launch large sum of cash or 

currency operation. 

g) Multitude of cash transactions, with amounts just below the notification threshold.  

h) Cash deposits and cash payments within the same day without real cash movement in 

such way, to affect more clients’ accounts. 

 

2. Money laundering by using a bank account
19

 
a) When a client has more bank accounts at the same bank, without justifying its business 

activity, often occurs money transfer between the accounts without rational reason. Only rational 

which can be stated in such cases are referring to bookkeeping techniques
20

. 

b) Cash flow on bank accounts of a natural person or a company does not refer to business, 

but there is a significant pay in to the bank account, or there is a transfer without any obvious 

purpose. 

c) Using general bank services in irregular way, like voluntary resignation from interest of a 

large sum of deposit. 

d) Regularly placement of a considerable sum of money by more people to the same bank 

account
21

. 

e) More people transfer small amounts of money regularly to same account, which is 

transferred to another account, which seemingly has no real connection with the original account. 

f) Assigning in a deposit a big sum of money, which the account owner offers as a warranty 
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3. Suspicious transaction of economic companies 

a) The owner of company is changied and the new owner’s background and appearance 

(homeless) is incompatible with the company’s activity, or after changing the owner the 

company’s financial situation suddenly changes
22

. 

b) Such company, which financial indicators noticeably differs from the others companies 

with similar activity. 

c) The business owner sets more deposit in different bank branches on same days. 

d) Account that devoid of rational business target or where the transactions cannot be 

combined with the owner of the account (incoming or outgoing transactions to or from tax haven 

countries)
23

. 

e) Account that receive many small amount transfers, or where are effectuated many small 

amount payments, after that the total amount is transferred to a third account, in case this activity 

cannot be assigned with the company’s regular activity. 

f) The company regularly places a large sum of money and maintains large amount of 

balances, but does not engage any other financial services like loans, documentary credits, 

wages, tax payment, etc. 

g) Financial affairs performed by money substitute tools, which are lacking essential data, or 

contains fictive recipients, false remitter etc.
24

 

h) Unusual transfers between related accounts, or on such companies’ account, between that 

besides the business relation there exists other explicit owner interlacements. 

i) The rate of cash deposits, their placement and frequency cannot be combined with the 

company’s activity
25

. 

j) The appearance and abilities of the leader of company – who is entitled for registration – 

are not suitable for such position, especially, if the person who dispose for the account is not an 

employee of the company.  

k) The same person or group of people dispose for more companies account, or accounts and 

money transfer is regularly on the accounts
26

. 

l) On the account often happens recommitment due to fall through contract or to miss 

transfer of money
27

. 

m) After funding a company with minimal capital, it launches transactions with significant 

turnover, and receives a huge loan from a bank. 

n) Regularly and unduly members’ loan provided for company, if the amount is suspiciously 
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high
28

. 

o) Current account loan provided at one day, transferred at once, for companies which are in 

owner and finance relation between each other, without real economical content and at the end of 

the day all amount returns to transfer Initiator Company
29

.  

 

4. Money laundering using transaction related to investment
30

 
a) Request for such investment services, where resources of capital to be invested are not 

clear, or the investment is not related to the client’s business activity
31

. 

b) Purchasing bonds of high value, in such way that the each purchasing is just under the 

notification limit. 

c) Purchasing, trading or holding stocks and shares without any business reason, or in 

unusual circumstances, like sharing stock and shares is not justified by the economic situation 

d) Trading and purchasing illiquid stocks and shares which have no developed market rate, 

or which cannot or very hard obtained from public sources and this type of transaction cannot be 

assigned with the company’s regular activity. 

e) Ordering such derivative transaction in which the company gets in contact with same 

clients, realising continuous profit or losses. 

f) Initiating complex transactions which are out of clients’ perspective, affects many 

accounts and many companies, and in the series of the transactions bearer’s bond are exchanged.  

g) Regular orders for loss making transactions. 

h) Initiation of ordering transactions in great quantity with cash payment. 

i) Taking initiative for ordering more and correlated transactions by clients (regular 

companies), who have relationship with each other. 

j) Running more securities account by the same client without any economical reason, and 

undetectable and untraceable turnover on each security account, but summing up these amounts 

the result is considerable. 

k) Client who possess too many or too large amount of bond in physical form without any 

reason, even though it could be held electronically. 

l) After purchasing shares taking out or transferring the purchasing price, and thereafter 

ordering a similar or larger transaction. 

 

5. Money laundering through credit transactions
32

 
a) Clients who suddenly pay back their troublesome credits. 

b) Loan request for a caution, where the origin of caution is unknown or the caution does not 

correspond to clients’ property status. 

c) Financing request from the financial institution when is unknown the source of clients’ 
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financial contribution
33

. 

d) Loan request in such case when on other accounts of the client exist a large sum of money 

free to use. 

e) Using loaned money in such way which cannot be combined with the disclosed target of 

loan. 

f) Loan application submitted for off-shore company, or loan application assured by an off-

shore banks’ promissory notes
34

. 

g) The object for loan request disclosed by client has no economic sense, or when the client 

propose to lodge cash security for the loan while refuse to explore the aim of the loan. 

h) The client purchases deposit certificates and uses them for loan reassurance. 

i) The client ensures the loan by cash deposit. 

j) The client uses cash deposit placed in an off-shore financial institute for obtaining a loan. 

k) The money obtained from a loan is redirected unexpectedly to off-shore area. 

l) The client unexpectedly pays the loan or its majority back, without any economic event
35

. 

m) The loan is paid back by such person whom the client has no financial relation. 

 

6. Money laundering using international activities
36

 

a) Appearance of such companies with large sum of money which resides in a country 

famous for drug trading. 

b) Keeping high balance, which is not compatible with the clients’ regular turnover, and 

transferring it abroad. 

c) Client which during its external trade activity deviate from ordinary payment mode used 

in the foreign country
37

. 

d) It is suspicious when client transact a large amount of money with drug related countries, 

especially if the clients’ business profile differs from the foreign country’s commercial structure. 

e) Transactions affected to off-shore bank or a “shell” bank which banks’ name is very 

similar to the name of a larger financial institution. 

f) Frequent money payments order in wherein the entitled or the obliged is an off-shore 

institute, and this type of orders cannot be assigned with the clients’ regular business
38

. 

g) The client transfers and receives payments (to or from tax haven countries) especially if 

these transfers have no business reason or these transfers cannot be assigned to clients’ business 

or with the clients’ past. Typical case when an off-shore reinsurer transfers a large sum of money 

as agent commission
39

. 

h) Regularly repetitive transfers from bank account of a natural person to tax haven 

countries. 

i) The client receives transfers or performs transfers with such amount of money which is 
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just under the notification limit or the transactions are impact many banks but these transactions 

be assigned with clients’ business activity. 

 

7. Insufficient or suspicious information
40

 

a) Company hesitates to give complete information about its business destination, bank 

relations, employees, directors and the place of business activity
41

. 

b) Client unwilling to provide information when opening an account or purchasing devices 

by cash above the notification limit. 

c) Client without any references, local address or identification (passport, driving license or 

social insurance card) wants to open an account or who denies providing any other information 

which the bank requests for opening an account
42

. 

d) The potential borrower hesitates or denies defining the purpose of the loan or the source 

of the repayment, or indicates a questionable purpose or source.  

e) Client provides minimal information or the information seems be false or provides such 

information, which the bank cannot or very hardly verify, especially those related to 

identification
43

. 

f) Possible client hesitates or denies providing references, or the provided references cannot 

be verified. 

g) Persons who do not indicate on the loan application form the present and past 

employment. 

 

8. Unusual characteristics or activities
44

 

a) Location of the account management bank or branch is too far from client address, mainly 

if exist nearer branch and there is no logical explanation for choosing a remote one. 

b) Client or account, who/which often appears to cash deposit packed in so money belt that 

is used by other banks
45

. 

c) Client never comes to bank, has many agent who perform cash payments. 

d) Non explained, important deviation from conventional bank methods. 

e) Risk taken by the client increasing suddenly in a non typical way
46

. 

 

9. Attempts to avoid notification or the registration requirements
47

 

a) Client attempts to enter into financial transaction, which exceeds the certain threshold and 

when is informed about the registration and notification requirements takes back some of the 
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money to keep the transaction just under the notification limit. 

b) Client takes money in a financial institution and insist to not fulfil the registration and 

notification forms. 

c) Client sets more deposits under the notification limit on one account in a short time or the 

large deposits divides between more accounts to avoid the compulsory notification. 

d) Client hesitates to provide information for the identification or to continue the transaction 

when is informed about the identifying obligation. 

e) Client tries to pressure bank employee to not submit the provided registration and 

notification forms. 

 

10. Money laundering using life insurance
48

 

a) Radical and sudden increasing of cash deposit or payment performed either by a private 

person or by a company. 

b) Considerable cash deposit linked to investment units in case of life insurance which 

cannot be assigned to clients’ profile
49

. 

c) Regular transaction directly under the identification limit. 

d) Cash deposits or subtractions which cannot be assigned to clients’ profile. 

e) Having resort of services deviated from general regularity. 

f) Company hesitates to give complete information about its business destination, bank 

relations, employees, directors and the place of business activity. 

g) Client unwilling to provide information when making a contract. 

h) Client without any references, local address or identification (passport, driving license or 

social insurance card) wants to open an account or denies providing any other information which 

the insurance company requests for making the contract. 

i) Client provides minimal information or information seems be false or provides such 

information which the insurance company cannot or very hard can verify especially regarding to 

identification. 

j) Non explained, important deviation from conventional insurance activity methods
50

. 

k) Client attempts to enter into transaction or make a contract which exceeds the certain 

threshold and when is informed about the registration and notification requirements the client 

modifies the contract to keep the transaction just under the notification limit
51

. 

l) Client wants to deposit money and insist to not fulfil the registration and notification 

forms. 

m) Client makes many contracts under the notification limit
52

. 

n) Client hesitates to provide information for the identification or to continue the transaction 

when is informed about the identifying obligation. 

o) Client pressures or tries to pressure an employee to not submit the provided registration 
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and notification forms. 

 

11. Money laundering with exchange
53

 

a) Possessing unusual large amount of money if it cannot be assigned with the client’s 

appearance, behaviour
54

. 

b) Regular, large amount of money exchange
55

. 

c) Client arrives together and performs at same time large amount of money exchange. 

d) Consecutive transactions directly under the identification limit. 

e) Regular and large amount of money exchange of rarely used currency. 

f) Client hesitates providing information for the identification. 

g) Client attempts to perform an exchange which exceeds the threshold and when is 

informed about the registration and notification requirements the client takes back some money 

to keep the transaction just under the notification limit. 

h) Small banknote currency exchange to bigger banknote, or trading it, or simultaneously 

purchasing another currency. 

 

12. Money laundering by pawn activity
56

 

a) Client suddenly pays back the pledge. 

b) Client regularly puts a huge quantity items in pawn office which one by one price is low 

but together have a high value and typically does not have been taken out of pawn. 

c) The appearance of clients’ does not explain the possession of the item putted in pawn. 

d) Client is very nervous and based on the clients’ behaviour may arise the suspicion to 

money laundering
57

. 

e) Clients’ clothes or behaviour not comply with quality of the item putted in pawn. 

f) Client withdraws the transaction when realize the identification obligation. 

g) The reason given by client for loan has no economic sense or the client denies giving 

explanation for loan. 

h) Client buys certificate of deposit which uses to reassurance the loan. 

i) Client keeps the company seat in country enumerated in annex no. 4 or lives in one of 

enumerated country. 

j) Other person tries to take a valuable item out of pawn, for which has no acceptable 

explanation. 

 

13. The transactions of suspicions of financing of terrorism
58

 

Terrorists by their behaviour, lifestyle take care to not cause a stir, to not give reason for 
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suspicion in their environment, connection system and financial habits. Therefore in their regards 

cannot or hardly can be typed the describing of unusual transaction. Terrorists collecting money 

from illegal and legal sources too, besides the protection money, extortion, trading with drugs 

and weapons, they have legal activities like collecting sources from legally function foundations, 

or non-profit organisations or collect membership, or marketing publications
59

. 

a) Could suspicious for example when a foreign client opens an account and require more 

than one bank cards. After opening the account long time passes – it could be more months – 

when appear a transfer or a cash deposit on the account which in a short time has been take of in 

cash via ATMs. As follows does not happen anything on the account then the process has been 

repeated
60

. 

b) Could suspicion arising when more people cancelling their life insurance bond, and order 

to pay all value of bond for a same person. 
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